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We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 10+ 

years!  

Bob 

Submitted: Jan 31, 2019 

Stayed: 8, 2018 

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 10+ years! We will be back. Would like to 

recognize Team Member Mike P. in Maintenance for his superior service. Very courteous and 

helpful Team. We will recommend to friends.  

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 5+ 

years. 

Chuck  

Submitted: Aug 29, 2018 

Stayed: 6, 2018 

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 5+ years. Overall a good stay. Efficient and 

friendly staff. We plan to return.  

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 10+ 

years.  

Gina 

Submitted: Aug 24, 2018 

Stayed: 5, 2018 

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 10+ years. Everything was good. Would 

like to see new mattresses for next time. Wifi was sketchy. We will return. UPDATE: ***Good 

news Gina! The Owners heard your requests and replaced all mattresses! New Living room 

furniture too!  

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 13+ 

years. 

Barbara 

Submitted: Jun 28, 2018 

Stayed: 3, 2018 

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 13+ years. Mike with Maintenance 

maintained any needs we had! Great location, 4th time in this condo! New box springs are great! 

Would suggest new couches, very uncomfortable and sink in all areas.  
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We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 6+ 

years. 

Carol  

Submitted: Jun 15, 2018 

Stayed: 2, 2018 

We have stayed with JC Resort Vacation Rentals for 6+ years. The Vacation Rental 414 has been 

updated. Very clean. Friendly Staff! Only negative: beds were somewhat uncomfortable. Other 

than that we were very satisfied with everything. Thank You! 

Have syaed with JC Resorts for 3+ years 

Julia  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 4, 2017 

Have stayed with JC Resorts for 3+ years. We will return. Suggestion: Faster internet. Also, 

needs new mattresses. Getting squeaky and not comfy. 

Every Staff member treated us Great! 

Robert  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 2, 2017 

Every Staff member treated us Great! Our first time with JC Vacation Rentals. All Great! We 

will return. 

Definately would return! 

Steve  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 7, 2016 

We thoroughly enjoyed our stay. We thoroughly enjoyed our stay. We would recommend this 

property to friends. 
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Well done JC Resorts! 

Robert  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 4, 2016 

Have stayed with JC Resorts for over 25+yeares. Well done JC Resorts! Excellent stay, Great 

staff! 

Loved the place! 

Pamela  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 2, 2016 

Our first time with JC Vacation Rentals! Loved the place! We would recommend his property to 

friends. This property me our expectations. Suggestion: Faster elevator-Ha-ha! We will return. 

Entire Staff is Great! 

Irv & Cheryl  

Submitted: Jun 06, 2017 

Stayed: 1, 2016 

We have enjoyed Ram Sea with JC Vacation Rentals for the past 15 years and look forward to 

many more. Entire Staff is Great! 

Fine space for our three generations! 

Robert 

Submitted: Apr 06, 2017 

Stayed: 3, 2017 

Room 414 was great for the six of us, aged 7 to 70. Everything was clean and good working 

order. Our only problem was with a broken toaster. It was replaced in minutes. The pool and hot 

tub were both clean and not crowded. The beach was clean. We rented a cabana for the week that 

was our headquarters while playing in the Gulf. Plenty to do in the area. We made trips to 

Clearwater for the aquarium and a boat ride. We fished out of St. Pete and prepared our catch in 

the condo! 
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Review continued from #414...... 

Betsy W. 

Submitted: Jun 26, 2016 

Stayed: 6, 2016 

Ram Sea Complex...it is nicely maintained by the staff. They are constantly sweeping the sand 

off walkways and cleaning the pool, etc. There are MANY safety rules posted...in the elevator, 

by the pool, on the beach, etc. But there is NO one enforcing ANYTHING! People pay NO 

attention to them. So why have them? I counted 15 rafts in the pool at 1 time...and it clearly says 

" NO rafts in pool". There were loud teens screaming in the pool several nights after 11pm. I 

would suggest you place a smoker container near the pool. It was gross that people were 

stomping out their butts on the pavement around the pool for kids to step on...really?? NO 

smoking around the pool would be a better option. But again, there is NO enforcement. We 

observed people driving in, taking a parking space, going to the beach, then using the condo 

pool! NO way to keep people out. Most places have a swipe card or code to get in the pool, etc. 

Ram Sea seems to be a free-for-all! Very frustrating as a paying guest who was trying to follow 

the rules and enjoy the pool. Instead, we got to share it with large family groups who didn't 

appear to be staying there! Would have appreciated tighter restrictions. The other HUGE 

frustration is the beach chair rental business that took up at least 2/3 of the beach space in front 

of Ram Sea 2! The other 1/3 space is set up for beach volleyball with a big net. That was very 

annoying as it caused everybody staying in the condos to crowd together on a very small beach 

space. Then guests brought the big canopy tents and started putting those up at 6:30am every 

morning (another broken beach rule) to claim their space! That left us peons with only chairs and 

an umbrella to have to walk quite a distance from the condo to find a place to settle. This was 

unacceptable as a paying guest to not have available beach space in front of our building. Despite 

the above annoyances, this is a very nice complex and very family-oriented. We would consider 

returning to Ram Sea, but would certainly choose a different condo. 
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Enjoyed our stay! 

Betsy W. 

Submitted: Jun 26, 2016 

Stayed: 6, 2016 

Condo #414 is a very nice condo. It is spacious and with 7 of us, we never felt crowded. Lots of 

storage space and the bedrooms were a nice size. We enjoyed the fully-stocked updated kitchen, 

especially the ice maker on the frig. The flat screen TV's in each room was a big plus for our 

techno-loving family! The huge balcony was great and the outdoor furniture was really nice and 

used by all. The bathroom fixtures haven't been updated, but were fine. Thank you for the 

handrail in the master bath...it was much needed and appreciated! This condo had no beach 

umbrella...we had to go buy one. Fortunately, our kids drove to FL. and could take it home. The 

only negative to this particular condo is that ALL of the mattresses were really bad. All 4 of 

them had a weird "creak" that every time you turned over; the mattress creaked. None of us (3 

generations) slept well because they were just uncomfortable! They seemed either old or cheap 

or both, the bottom sheet fell off the king mattress every night...the sheets had little elasticity to 

hold them on the corners... so we were fighting that as well. It was such a disappointment 

because this was a lovely condo otherwise.... but I can't recommend it with the beds the way they 

are right now. We have rented many condos over 35 years and I can't ever remember mattresses 

this uncomfortable. We had some minor housekeeping issues upon arrival...those have been 

reported and hopefully tended to. It didn't ruin our stay. Review to be continued....  

We love vacationing at the Ram Sea. Fun & Friendly! 

Irv & Cheryl 

Submitted: Jul 08, 2015 

Stayed: 3, 2015 

Stayed here more than 13 years. Condo is good and we like the new furniture by the pool. Thank 

you! 

 


